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A year and a half after announcing his
split from Gwen Stefani, Gavin
Rossdale is finally moving on. “We’ve
been through that, and this is a new
day,” says the Bush frontman, whose
new album Black and White Rainbows
(out March 10) was inspired by “a
balance between my own life and the
world.” Indeed, the rocker’s personal life
likely provided plenty of material to the
band’s latest LP. His nearly 13-year
marriage ended after Stefani learned of
his affair with their nanny, but the Voice
U.K. mentor says he doesn’t focus on
tabloid fodder—or regrets. “Life is really
complex,” says Rossdale, 51, of his
painful split. “It’s just the way that it
goes sometimes. But I think that 20
years together and three amazing
children is quite incredible in and of
itself. That’s being an optimist about
it.” Today “we both just want the kids
to be as safe and as happy as possible,
so that’s the only focus we have,” he
says of his relationship with Stefani. As
for their sons—Kingston, 10, Zuma, 8,
and Apollo, 3—Rossdale says they’re
his No. 1 priority, even though he’s
bummed they declined to sing on his
new record. “They’re probably out of
my league!” he jokes. —JEFF NELSON

To get into the mind-set
of a Navy SEAL squad
leader in the History
Channel miniseries Six,
actor Barry Sloane had to
train like the pros—and
says it was one of the
hardest things he’s ever
done. “They gave us a
condensed version of
what is known as hell
week in the SEALs,”
reveals the Liverpool-
born actor, 36, adding
they continually worked
out for about 79 hours,
and were given just
enough sleep so they
didn’t pass out. But
Sloane says it was crucial
to understanding their
characters. “There were
moments when some
of us came close to
breaking, but we all
completed the course,”
he says. “It’s all mental.
The only way you can get
through it is to look to the
brother next to you.”

—ALE RUSSIAN
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“They’re
a mixture of me

and Gwen,” Rossdale
says of Zuma, Apollo
and Kingston (in L.A.

last March). “When your
kid makes you laugh?

I don’t think
there’s anything

better.”

Björk is a dream
collaborator

They’ve worked with
everyone from Lorde
to Beyoncé, but Björk
is the dream. “There’s

no Son Lux without
her,” Lott says. “She’s
distinguished herself
creatively in a world

set up against women
who are unique.”

They have an
‘indescribable’

sound
“My music sounds

different to me than
to anyone else,” says

Lott, who’s scored
the soundtracks to

films like Paper Towns.
“But I’m fascinated

with opposites
and contrasts.”

They’re huge
in France

“I get recognized the
most in Paris,” says

composer Ryan Lott,
founder of trip-hop
band Son Lux. “I was
there recently, and
these women asked

for an autograph.
I felt like the coolest

guy in the world!”

MEET SON LUX, HOT BAND
ON THE RISE

Ryan Lott, the
founder of

trip-hop band
Son Lux

“I was proud
to play this

iconic
American

hero.”
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